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Inlusive photoprodution of D�� mesons atnext-to-leading order in the General-MassVariable-Flavor-Number ShemeB. A. Kniehl1, G. Kramer1, I. Shienbein2 and H. Spiesberger31 II. Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Hamburg,Luruper Chaussee 149, D{22761 Hamburg, Germany2 Laboratoire de Physique Subatomique et de Cosmology,Universite Joseph Fourier, CNRS/IN2P3, INPG,53 Avenue des Martyrs, F{38026 Grenoble, Frane3 Institut f�ur Physik, Johannes-Gutenberg-Universit�at,Staudinger Weg 7, D{55099 Mainz, GermanyAbstratWe disuss the inlusive prodution of D�� mesons in p ollisions at DESY HERA,based on a alulation at next-to-leading order in the general-mass variable-avor-number sheme. In this approah, MS subtration is applied in suh a way thatlarge logarithmi orretions are resummed in universal parton distribution andfragmentation funtions and �nite mass terms are taken into aount. We presentdetailed numerial results for a omparison with data obtained at HERA and disussvarious soures of theoretial unertainties.
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1 IntrodutionDuring the last ten years, the two HERA ollaborations, H1 and ZEUS, performed severalmeasurements of inlusive D�� meson prodution in photon-proton ollisions (see Refs. [1,2℄ for the most reent measurements and Refs. [3, 4℄ for previous ones). Photoprodutionin ep ollisions at HERA is haraterized by an almost vanishing virtuality (Q2 ' 0) ofthe exhanged photon.Theoretially, the desription of photoprodution of harm quarks whih fragment into anobserved D�+ meson, is ompliated due to the fat that two interation modes ontribute:the diret proess, where the photon interats diretly with a parton originating from theproton, and the resolved proess, where the photon ats as a soure of partons, whihinterat with partons in the proton. At next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbative QCD,these two proesses are interrelated. In addition, theoretial preditions are tehniallydiÆult to obtain due to the presene of two di�erent sales in the proess. On the onehand, the harm-quark mass m an be onsidered as the large sale, sine m > �QCD,making perturbative QCD appliable. On the other hand, if the transverse momentumpT of the produed heavy quark is large ompared with the heavy-quark mass, pT � m,then pT ats as the dominant large sale for the perturbative alulation. NLO resultsorresponding to the �rst situation are reliable, when m is the only large sale, as, forexample, in alulations of the total ross setion or of the pT distribution as long aspT is not muh larger than m. However, when pT � m, large logarithms of the typeln(p2T=m2) arise to all orders, so that �xed-order perturbation theory is no longer valid.These logarithms an be resummed to improve the perturbative series. Thus, dependingon whether pT � m or pT � m, di�erent alulational shemes have to be applied.For pT � m, the so-alled �xed-avor-number sheme (FFNS) [5℄ is applied, where oneassumes that the gluon and the light quarks (u; d; s) are the only ative partons withinthe proton and the photon. The harm quark appears only in the �nal states of the diretand resolved proesses, via the hard sattering of light partons, inluding the photon,into � pairs. The harm-quark mass is expliitly taken into aount together with thetransverse momentum of the produed D�+ meson as if they were of the same order. Inthis sheme, the harm-quark mass ats as a uto� for the initial- and �nal-state ollinearsingularities and sets the sale for the perturbative alulations. It is fully retained in thealulation of the hard-sattering ross setions.Another alulational sheme is the so-alled zero-mass variable-avor-number sheme(ZM-VFNS). This is the onventional parton model approah. In this sheme, the zero-mass parton approximation is applied also to the harm quark, although its mass isertainly larger than �QCD. Here, the harm quark is also taken into aount as aninoming parton with its own parton distribution funtion (PDF) in the proton and thephoton, leading to additional diret and resolved ontributions. Usually, harm-quarkPDFs are de�ned with an initial fatorization sale �0 of the order of m. The D�+ mesonis produed by fragmentation not only from harm quarks produed in the hard sattering2



proesses, but also from the light quarks and the gluon. The transition from partons u,d, s, , g to the D�� mesons is desribed by fragmentation funtions (FFs). The well-known fatorization theorem provides a straightforward proedure for inorporating theseFFs into the order-by-order perturbative alulation. The preditions of this sheme areexpeted to be reliable only in the region of very large transverse momenta, sine termsof the order of m2=p2T present in the hard-sattering ross setions are usually negleted.A uni�ed sheme that enjoys the virtues of the FFNS and the ZM-VFNS is the so-alled general-mass variable-avor-number sheme (GM-VFNS). In this approah, thelarge logarithms ln(p2T=m2) are resummed by the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) [6℄ evolution equations for non-perturbative PDFs and FFs, whih guar-antees the universality of the latter as in the ZM-VFNS, and, at the same time, themass-dependent terms are retained in the hard-sattering ross setion, as in the FFNS.Unfortunately, the partoni ross setions alulated in the FFNS do not approah theirounterparts of the ZM-VFNS in the limitm! 0 (or pT !1), if the ollinearly singularterms proportional to ln(p2T=m2) are subtrated. Therefore, the subtrated FFNS rosssetions and the ZM-VFNS ross setions do not approah eah other form! 0, but di�erby �nite terms. The reason for their ourrene is the di�erent de�nition of the ollinearlysingular terms in the two approahes. In the ZM-VFNS alulation, the harm-quarkmass is set to zero from the beginning, and the ollinearly divergent terms are de�nedwith the help of dimensional regularization. This �xes the �nite terms in a spei� way ina given fatorization sheme, and their form is harateristi to the hosen regularizationproedure. If, on the other hand, one starts with m 6= 0 and performs the limit m ! 0afterwards, the �nite terms are di�erent.In order to onnet the truly massless partoni ross setions of the ZM-VFNS withthose of the FFNS, the �nite piees have to be properly subtrated from the latter. Theresulting expressions still ontain the full mass dependene of the FFNS, but approahtheir ZM-VFNS ounterparts in the limit m ! 0. This is the main feature of the GM-VFNS. This approah was applied to  +  ! D�� + X [7, 8℄,  + p ! D�� + X [9℄,and p + �p ! D�� + X [10, 11℄. However, the treatment of  + p ! D�� + X [9℄ wasnot omplete, sine the resolved ontribution was still evaluated in the ZM-VFNS. In themeantime, the results of Refs. [10, 11℄ have beome available, whih immediately arryover to resolved photoprodution.It is the purpose of this work to present results for the full photoprodution ross setionwhere both the diret and resolved ontributions are alulated in the GM-VNFS. Forthe diret part, our alulation is based on Refs. [7, 8℄, for the resolved part we use theresults of Refs. [10, 11℄. In addition, we inorporate in our alulation new and betterD�� FFs in the GM-VFNS [12℄, whih are extrated from reent experimental data ofe+ + e� ! D�� +X from the Belle [13℄ and CLEO [14℄ Collaborations. We also studythe dependene of the D�� photoprodution ross setion on the renormalization andfatorization sales and on the hoie of proton and photon PDFs and of D�� FFs, andwe also do this separately for the diret and resolved ontributions, whih was not done in3



the past. We also investigate the inuene of the harm-quark mass in detail as a funtionof pT and rapidity �. In this work, our results will not be ompared with the experimentaldata of the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations, sine suh omparisons were already shown in aH1 publiation [1℄ and will be in the �nal H1 publiation of the most reent measurements.We also hope to provide detailed numerial results that an be ompared with �nal datafrom the ZEUS Collaboration; those presented in Ref. [2℄ are still preliminary.The outline of this paper is as follows. In Set. 2, we give a short desription of thenew D��-meson FFs. Set. 3 ontains a detailed disussion of our results, with speialemphasis on unertainties related to the hoie of input. A summary is given in Set. 4.
2 D-meson fragmentation funtionsIn Ref. [12℄, non-perturbative FFs forD0, D+, andD�+ mesons were determined by �ttingexperimental data from the Belle [13℄, CLEO [14℄, ALEPH [15℄, and OPAL [16℄ Collab-orations, taking dominant eletroweak orretions due to photoni initial-state radiationinto aount. These radiative orretions turned out to be signi�ant for the lower-energydata from Belle and CLEO. The �ts for D0, D+, and D�+ mesons using the Bowler ansatz[17℄ yielded �2=d:o:f: = 4.03, 1.99, and 6.90, respetively. The signi�ane of �nite harm-and bottom-mass e�ets was investigated through omparisons with a similar analysis inthe ZM-VFNS. For the onditions of the Belle and CLEO experiments, the e�et of tak-ing into aount the mass of the D meson in the phase spae integration turned out tobe appreiable, while harm-quark mass e�ets on the partoni ross setions were lessimportant. Comparisons of the �t results with the saled-momentum distributions fromBelle and CLEO and the normalized saled-energy distributions from ALEPH and OPALwere disussed in Ref. [12℄. It was found that the Belle and CLEO data tend to drive theaverage value of the saled D-meson energy x, i.e. the saling variable of the FFs at LO,to larger values, whih leads to a worse desription of the ALEPH and OPAL data. TheFFs resulting from ombined �ts of Belle, CLEO, ALEPH, and OPAL data, alled theGlobal-GM FFs in Ref. [12℄, will be used as the default in this work. Their use leads toan improved desription of the CDF data of p + �p ! D0; D+; D�+ +X [18℄ from run IIat the Tevatron, as may be seen by omparing the relevant �gures in Ref. [19, 20℄ withthose in Ref. [21℄. In Ref. [12℄, also �ts to the Belle and CLEO data alone were performedyielding �2=d:o:f: = 3.13, 1.30, and 3.74 for the D0, D+, and D�+ mesons, respetively,i.e. a slightly better desription of the data than the Global-GM FFs. The resulting FFs,alled Belle/CLEO-GM FFs in Ref. [12℄, are used as an alternative input to our analysisso as to estimate the theoretial unertainty from the D-meson FFs.4



3 Results3.1 Comparison of ZM-VFNS and GM-VFNS resultsIn this subsetion, we ompare the ross setions of +p! D��+X in the ZM-VFNS andGM-VFNS as funtions of pT and � in the kinematial regions in whih experimental datafrom H1 [1℄ and ZEUS [2℄ exist. As for kinematial uts, we implement the onditionsof the most reent H1 analysis [1℄ as follows: The energies of the inoming protons andeletrons (positrons) are Ep = 920 GeV and Ee = 27:5 GeV, respetively. The total penter-of-mass energy W varies in the range 100 � W � 285 GeV, whih orresponds toan inelastiity ye in the range 0:1 � ye � 0:8. The maximal value of Q2 allowed by theanti-tagging ondition is Q2max = 2 GeV2. The rapidity is de�ned in the referene frame ofthe HERA experiments and taken to be positive in the diretion of the inoming proton.The pT distribution is integrated over j�j � 1:5 and omes as a histogram ontaining ninebins of varying widths [1℄. The � distribution is integrated over 1:8 � pT � 12:5 GeV andhas six bins of varying widths [1℄.As mentioned in Se. 2, we use the set Global-GM FFs for our default preditions. Asfurther input, we employ the GRV92 photon PDFs [22℄, onverted to the MS sheme, andthe CTEQ6.5 proton PDFs [23℄, whih resulted from the �rst global analysis by the CTEQgroup taking into aount heavy-quark mass e�ets with the ACOT� presription. Thestrong-oupling onstant �(nf )s (�R) is evaluated from the two-loop formula [24℄ with nf = 4ative quark avors and asymptoti sale parameter �(4)MS = 328 MeV orresponding to�(5)s (mZ) = 0:118, and the harm-quark mass is taken to be m = 1:5 GeV. We hoose forthe renormalization sale �R and the fatorization sales �F and �0F of the initial and �nalstates to be �R = �RmT and �F = �0F = �FmT , where mT = qm2 + p2T is the transversemass and �R and �F are dimensionless parameters, whih are varied about their defaultvalues �R = �F = 1 as desribed in Se. 3.5 to estimate the sale variation.We start by disussing the diret ontribution to the ross setion of  + p ! D�� +X,whih ontains �nite mass terms. The mass dependene is loated in the hard-satteringross setions for proesses with harm in the �nal state and light quarks and gluons in theinitial state. These inlude the partoni subproesses +g ! +� at leading order (LO),where the gluon originates from the proton; virtual orretions to this proess ombinedwith the gluon bremsstrahlung subproess  + g !  + � + g; and the NLO subproess+ q(�q)! +�+ q(�q), where q denotes a light quark. Expliit expressions for these rosssetions and the subtration terms needed to ahieve the transition to the GM-VFNS withMS renormalization and fatorization as in the ZM-VFNS an be found for the Abelianpart in Ref. [7℄ and for the non-Abelian part in Ref. [8℄. In the non-Abelian part, the �nitesubtration terms were alulated by omparing the FFNS alulation by Merebashviliet al. [25℄ with the ZM-VFNS alulation by Gordon [26℄. In Ref. [8℄, two of us foundin the alulation of the massless limit of the formulas published in Ref. [25℄ unexpetedsubtration terms �1, �~1, �2, and �11 given in Eqs. (43), (45), (47), and (57) of5



Ref. [8℄. These unexpeted subtration terms did not �t into the framework of ollinearsubtrations of heavy quarks outlined in Ref. [11℄, aording to whih all subtrationterms are generated by the onvolution of LO partoni ross setions with partoni FFsdQ!Q(x; �) [11℄. In this ase, the �nite subtration terms are non-zero only in the Abelianpart, as was veri�ed in Ref. [7℄. It was found out later that suh subtration terms in thenon-Abelian part indeed vanish. This mismath was aused by a misprint in the formulafor F2 in Eq. (C2) of Ref. [25℄. Atually, these subtration terms had almost no e�et onthe results of the previous work [9℄, sine they had been subtrated for the transition tothe GM-VFNS. Furthermore, also the subtration term �11 for  + q ! + �+ q, givenin Eq. (78) in Ref. [8℄, atually vanishes, as was already explained in our previous workon inlusive D�+-meson prodution in p�p ollisions [10℄. Also this term is put to zero inthis work.To study the size of the orretions due to �nite mass e�ets, we �rst onsider the diretontribution to d�=dpT . Its GM-VFNS to ZM-VFNS ratio d�(m 6= 0)=d�(m = 0) isshown as a funtion of pT in Fig. 1(a). In the smallest-pT bin, this ratio is 0.7, butit inreases rapidly with inreasing values of pT and reahes 0.96 in the highest-pT bin.The redution of the diret ross setion due to �nite-mass e�ets is thus signi�ant forpT <� 3:5 GeV. In Fig. 1(a), we also show the GM-VFNS to ZM-VFNS ross setion ratiofor the sum of the diret and resolved parts, denoted tot in the �gure. This ratio is almost
tot
dir �(m 6= 0)=�(m = 0)p! D��Xd�dpT [ratio℄

pT [GeV℄12.5107.552.5

1.21.110.90.80.70.6

tot
dir�(m 6= 0)=�(m = 0)p! D��Xd�d� [ratio℄

�1.510.50-0.5-1-1.5

1.81.61.41.210.80.60.4(a) (b)Figure 1: Inuene of the �nite harm-quark mass on the di�erential ross setions (a)d�=dpT and (b) d�=d� of ep ! D�� +X via photoprodution (tot) and its diret mode(dir) at NLO. The evaluations in the GM-VFNS are normalized to those in the ZM-VFNS.6



onstant as a funtion of pT , varying between 0.94 and 0.98 in the onsidered range of pTvalues. The reason for this behavior resides in the fat that the �nite-mass orretionsderease the diret part, whereas they inrease the resolved part. A similar behavior wasobserved in our studies of the �nite-mass orretions to the hadroprodution ofD�+ mesonin Ref. [10℄. Due to the ompensation of �nite-mass orretions to the diret and resolvedomponents, their overall e�et is strongly redued. We note that the urve labeled totin Fig. 1(a) orresponds to the omplete diret ontribution with nf = 4 avors, i.e. itinludes also the omponent originating from harm and antiharm quarks in the proton.This omponent is onneted with the fatorization of mass singularities in the g ! �hannel at the proton vertex and is evaluated in the massless approximation. In Fig. 1(b),we repeat the analysis of Fig. 1(a) for d�=d� as a funtion of �. Mass e�ets are moreprominent in this ase and a�et the shape of the distribution. The sum of the diret andresolved parts is dereased by harm-quark mass e�ets at negative rapidities, by up to�16% in the leftmost bin, and it is inreased for positive rapidities, by about +50% inthe rightmost bin.Mass-dependent terms introdue an additional sensitivity on the value of the harm-quarkmass. Varying m by �0:3 GeV about its default value of 1.5 GeV, we observe a hangeof the pT distribution by a few per ent: the unertainty is largest at small pT values,reahing roughly �6%, but dereases to values below �1% at large pT values. In the aseof the � distribution, the unertainty is �6% at negative � values and dereases towardspositive � values.In the alulation desribed above, we identify the rapidity of the inlusively produedharm quark with the pseudorapidity of the D�+ meson, and only the transverse momen-tum is saled down when folding with the FF. This orresponds to negleting the massof the D�+ meson. In fat, there is an inherent ambiguity in the de�nition of the salingvariable z and the way how to take into aount the hadron mass. To estimate the or-responding unertainties in our preditions, we also adopt a non-trivial de�nition of thesaling variable z, namely as the ratio of the plus-omponents of the quark and mesonfour-momenta, i.e., p+D�+ = zp+ , where p+ = E + pL, with E and pL being the energyand longitudinal momentum in the p enter-or-mass system. The pT and � distributionsobtained in this way, with mD�+ = 2:01 GeV, normalized to their ounterparts with zeroD�+-meson mass are shown in Fig. 2. The ratios are presented separately for the diret(dashed lines) and resolved (dotted lines) ontributions, allowing for harm quarks in theinitial state. For the omplete ross setion d�=dpT shown in Fig. 2(a), the ratio is loseto one; exept for the �rst two pT bins, where we observe an enhanement of up to +2%,we �nd a small suppression, by less than �2%. However, the shape of the omplete �distribution d�=d� shown in Fig. 2(b) is more strongly a�eted. At negative rapidities,we �nd a suppression reahing �14% in the �rst � bin, and at positive rapidities the rosssetion is enhaned by up to +10% in the last � bin. Sine there is no strong theoretialjusti�ation to prefer one over the other presription to take into aount these kinematimass e�ets, we neglet this small e�et in the following.7
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1.41.31.21.110.90.80.7(a) (b)Figure 2: Inuene of the �nite D�+-meson mass mhad on the di�erential ross setions(a) d�=dpT and (b) d�=d� of ep! D�� +X via diret (dir) and resolved (res) photopro-dution and their sum (tot) at NLO in the GM-VFNS. The evaluations with mhad 6= 0are normalized to those with mhad = 0. In the ase of mhad 6= 0, the saling variable ofthe FFs is de�ned as the ratio of the plus-omponents of the four-momenta of the D�+meson and the fragmenting parton.3.2 Dependene on proton and photon PDFsThe dependene of the photoprodution ross setion in the GM-VFNS on the PDFs ofthe proton has not been investigated in detail in the past. As for the various versionsof proton PDFs from CTEQ, we do not expet large variations, sine the reent CTEQparameterizations are very similar to eah other. This is also the result of our numerialevaluations shown in Fig. 3(a), where we display, as a funtions of pT , the ross setionsd�=dpT evaluated with sets CTEQ5M and CTEQ5M1 [27℄ and normalized to the resultfor set CTEQ6.5M, whih serves as the default throughout this paper. In fat, we observefrom Fig. 3(a) that the ross setion ratios for the CTEQ parameterizations are very loseto one; the deviations from one are below 4% and largest in the smallest-pT bin. Thepiture hanges somewhat when we ompare with results obtained using the MRST2004parameterization of the Durham group [28℄. In fat, the MRST2004 to CTEQ6.5M ratiofor d�=dpT , also shown in Fig. 3(a), is less than one, starting at 0.84 in the smallest-pTbin and approahing one in the largest-pT bin. The larger deviation of the ross setionwith MRST2004 partons is mainly due to the di�erent gluon PDF entering the diretontribution; the di�erent harm PDF is less important and aounts for about a quarter8
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1.21.110.90.8(a) (b)Figure 3: Inuene of the proton PDFs on the di�erential ross setions (a) d�=dpTand (b) d�=d� of ep ! D�� + X via photoprodution at NLO in the GM-VFNS. Theevaluations with the CTEQ5M, CTEQ5M1 [27℄, and MRS2004 [28℄ sets are normalizedto those with the CTEQ6.5M [23℄ set.of the observed di�erene. Similar plots for d�=d� are displayed in Fig. 3(b). For allthree alternative PDFs disussed above, the ratios to the CTEQ6.5M result are almostindependent of � in the onsidered range. The ratios for the CTEQ parameterizationslie very lose to one and derease with inreasing value of �, whereas for MRST2004 theratio is near 0.9 and inreases with inreasing value of �. The most reent PDF set ofthe CTEQ group, CTEQ6.6M [29℄, leads to preditions whih di�er from the results forCTEQ6.5M by less than one per ent over the whole range of pT and � values onsideredhere. In total, we onlude that the dependene on the hosen PDFs is rather weak andstill small ompared to the sale variation to be examined in Se. 3.5.A onsiderable part of the resolved ontribution is due to harm quarks in the proton.It is, therefore, interesting to investigate the question whether photoprodution of D��mesons is sensitive to the harm PDF. To this end, we adopt the PDF sets aommodatingintrinsi harm reently published by the CTEQ Collaboration [30℄. These parameteriza-tions exist in six di�erent versions and are referred to as CTEQ6.5n, with n = 1; : : : ; 6.They were obtained and tested by extending the reent CTEQ6.5 global analysis [23℄ toinlude harm PDFs with independent parameters �xed at the initial fatorization sale�0 = m. The amount of intrinsi harm in these six versions was determined in suh a waythat it is onsistent with all the data used in the CTEQ6.5 global analysis. In the latter,the intrinsi harm omponent is absent and the harm PDF is generated perturbatively9



via DGLAP evolution. The pairs of versions n = 1; 2 , n = 3; 4, and n = 5; 6 di�erin the shape of the x distribution of the intrinsi-harm omponent at the initial sale.The members of eah pair di�er only slightly in normalization. For details, we refer toRef. [30℄. We alulated the ross setion d�=dpT , integrated over � in the range j�j � 1:5,as a funtion of pT in the range 2 � pT � 20 GeV for all six CTEQ parameterizationswith intrinsi harm and normalize the results to the CTEQ6.5 predition. It turns outthat these ratios are very lose to one. Spei�ally, their deviations from one are 0:1{0:3%(n = 1), 1% (n = 2), 0:3{0:6% (n = 3), 1% (n = 4), �0:2{2% (n = 5), and 0:2{4:5%(n = 6). The ratios for n = 2, 4, and 6 are slightly larger than their ounterparts forn = 1, 3, and 5. The size of the e�et for the di�erent models reets the propertiesof the harm distribution built into the various parameterizations by onstrution. Forexample, the normalizations of the harm distributions in the models with n = 2, 4, and6 are larger than those for n = 1, 3, and 5; and the models with n = 5 and 6 have a harmdistribution that is enhaned over the whole x range, whereas the models with n = 1,2, 3, and 4 peak at large x values. From this study, we onlude that there is no hopeto obtain additional information on the intrinsi harm omponent in the proton fromD�� photoprodution data; the observed di�erenes are far too small to be observable.The e�et of an intrinsi harm omponent on D-meson prodution has reently beeninvestigated also for pp and p�p ollisions in Ref. [19℄, where larger e�ets, espeially forBNL RHIC, were found.
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Figure 4: Inuene of the photon PDFs on the di�erential ross setion d�=dpT of ep !D�� +X via photoprodution at NLO in the GM-VFNS. The evaluations with the �veAFG [31℄ sets are normalized to the one with the GRV92 [22℄ set.10



Also the PDFs of the photon are needed to alulate the resolved ross setion. TheGRV92 NLO set, transformed to the MS sheme, used above serves as our default alsoin the following. Sine 1992, several new photon PDF sets were onstruted by �tting toLEP F 2 data. Here, we onsider the most reent NLO photon PDF sets by Aurenhe etal. [31℄ denoted AFG04, whih ome as �ve versions di�ering in (i) the hoie of initialsale Q20, namely Q20 = 0:34, 0.70, and 0.97 GeV2; (ii) the normalization of the non-perturbative quark ontribution, ontrolled by the parameter Cnp; and (iii) the hardnessof the non-perturbative gluon distribution, ontrolled by the parameter p10. The values ofthese parameters for the �ve AFG04 versions, alled AFG04(Q20; Cnp; p10), an be foundin Table 1 of Ref. [31℄. We alulate d�=dpT for all �ve parameterizations. The resultsnormalized to the default predition are plotted as funtions of pT in Fig. 4. We notethat all �ve AFG04 parameterizations yield very similar results, whih exeed the defaultpredition by up to +8% in the �rst pT bin and fall short of it by up to �7% in thelast pT bin. Although the modern AFG04 PDFs are �tted to a onsiderably broaderset of F 2 data, in partiular from the LEP ollaborations, the respetive ross setionsare remarkably similar to the ross setion obtained with the GRV92 parameterization,derived thirteen years earlier. The �8% di�erene between the AFG04 and the GRV92parameterizations is small ompared to the sale variation of the ross setion to beinvestigated in Se. 3.5.3.3 Dependene on FFsIn this subsetion, we present results for the ross setion distributions d�=dpT , d�=d�,d�=dzD, where zD is the fration of photon energy passed on to the D�+ meson in theproton rest frame, and d�=dW for two hoies of D�� FFs from Ref. [12℄. The �rst set,Global-GM, whih is our default hoie, was obtained in Ref. [12℄ by a ombined �t toBelle [13℄ and CLEO [14℄ data at ps = 10:52 GeV and to ALEPH [15℄ and OPAL [16℄data at ps = mZ . The seond set, Belle/CLEO-GM, is from a �t to the Belle and CLEOdata alone. In Ref. [12℄, also ZM FF sets were obtained, by negleting the harm-quarkmass in the hard-sattering matrix elements, while taking into aount the �nite D�+-meson mass in the kinemati relations. Sine the ZM FFs do not signi�antly di�er fromthe GM FFs, we do not onsider them in this work.The results for d�=dpT , d�=d�, d�=dzD, and d�=dW are shown in Figs. 5(a){(d). d�=d�,d�=dzD, and d�=dW are integrated over pT in the region 1:8 � pT � 12:5 GeV, andd�=dpT , d�=dzD, and d�=dW are integrated over � in the range j�j � 1:5. The fullhistograms refer to the Global-GM set and the dotted ones to the Belle/CLEO-GM set.The ross setions evaluated with the latter set exeed those evaluated with the former by25{30% in average. In the ase of d�=dpT , the Belle/CLEO-GM set brings the theoretialpredition into better agreement with the preliminary H1 data [1℄, whih are not shownhere, than the Global-GM set, whih yields agreement, within errors from sale variationto be disussed in Se. 3.5, only in the small-pT region. The results for d�=d�, d�=dzD, andd�=dW are all dominated by the support from the smallest pT values, pT >� 1:8 GeV. Any11
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omparison with experimental data is, therefore, hampered by the large sale variationerror, to be disussed in Se. 3.5. In Figs. 5(b){(d), the results for the Belle/CLEO-GMFFs again turn out to be slightly larger than those for the default FFs, but the shapesseem to be only feebly a�eted by the hoie of FFs.3.4 Separation in diret and resolved partsIt is lear that only the resolved part of the ross setion depends on the photon PDFs.To understand the rather small dependene of the omplete ross setion on the hoie ofphoton PDFs observed in Se. 3.2, it might be interesting to know how the ross setionsplits up into the diret and resolved parts. Of ourse, this separation depends on thefatorization sheme and sale and is unique only in LO. Therefore, the diret and resolvedparts of the ross setion are unphysial and annot be measured separately.The separation of the omplete di�erential ross setion d�=dpT into its diret and resolvedparts as a funtion of pT is exhibited in Fig. 6(a). The dashed, dotted, and full histogramsrepresent the diret and resolved parts and their sum, respetively. We observe that thediret part dominates, and that the resolved part dereases somewhat more strongly withinreasing value of pT than the diret part. In the smallest-pT bin, the resolved and diretparts are nearly equal, whereas in the largest-pT bin the resolved part amounts to roughly60% of the diret part. Over the whole pT range, the resolved part is non-negligible and
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must be taken into aount. It is, to a large extent, due to subproesses with an inomingharm quark from the proton and, thus, sensitive to the harm PDF of the proton. Oneshould note that also ontributions where the harm quark does not take part in thehard-sattering proess, but emerges via fragmentation from a light parton, notably thegluon, are non-negligible: at small values of pT and negative rapidity, the ontributionfrom g ! D�� fragmentation reahes the level of 20%.The separation of the � distribution in its diret and resolved ontributions is shown inFig. 6(b). The resolved part is larger than the diret part in the bin �1:5 � � � �1:0, i.e.in the diretion of the inoming quasi-real photon. Here, the resolved part is dominatedby the heavy-quark-initiated ontribution with harm oming from the photon. In all theother bins, the diret ontribution is larger than the resolved one.3.5 Sale dependeneIn this subsetion, we investigate the sale variation of the di�erential ross setionsd�=dpT and d�=d� in the kinemati ranges desribed above. In priniple, we are dealingwith three independent sales, the renormalization sale, �R, and the fatorization sales,�F and �0F , of the initial and �nal states, respetively. However, we identify the lattertwo for simpliity and set �R = �RmT and �F = �0F = �FmT , as already explained inSe. 3.1. To estimate the sale unertainty, we independently vary �R and �F in therange 1=2 � �R; �F � 2 about their default values �R = �F = 1 imposing the onstraint1=2 � �F=�R � 2. The results for d�=dpT obtained with the �ve hoies (�R; �F ) = (12 ; 1),(1; 2), (1; 1), (2; 1), and (1; 12) are shown in Fig. 7(a). The ross setion is found to bemaximal for (�R; �F ) = (12 ; 1) and to be minimal for (�R; �F ) = (1; 12) if pT <� 3 GeVand for (�R; �F ) = (2; 1) otherwise. Outside the small-pT range, the sale dependene isessentially due to �R alone, as might be expeted. The ross setion takes its minimaland maximal values for �F = 1, exept in the small-pT range, where it beomes minimalfor �F = 1=2. As expeted, the sale variation of d�=dpT is largest in the smallest-pT bin,where it reahes +84%= � 53% of its default value. In the largest-pT bin, it amounts tomerely +13%=� 16%.The orresponding results for the � distribution are shown in Fig. 7(b). Here, the salevariation is large and dominated by the ontribution from the lower end of the pT range1:8 � pT � 12:5 GeV. In the most negative (positive) � bins, the sale hange reahes+76%=� 36% (+74%=� 46%) relative to the default ross setion.4 SummaryWe presented a detailed disussion of numerial results for the photoprodution of D��mesons, obtained at NLO in the GM-VFNS. This approah ombines the virtues of theZM-VFNS, where large logarithmi orretions are resummed in universal PDFs and FFs,14
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